WINDERS

PROVEN OIL SPILL TECHNOLOGY
WINDERS

DESMI Ro-Clean manufacture a complete range of custom-built boom winders for storing all types of inflatable and fence booms which we offer.

DESMI Ro-Clean boom WINDERS are manufactured in steel and finished with a high quality epoxy paint system. They are able to handle all types of inflatable and fence boom which we offer in lengths up to 350m, depending on the type of boom.

Our WINDERS are available as either open style, or fabricated inside a container. The WINDERS for our Troilboom products can, as standard, fit inside a normal shipping container with no modifications.

DESMI Ro-Clean WINDERS are fully customisable, with turntables, ISO corners, boom lashing eyes, etc, all being available to meet the customers exact requirements.

WINDERS can also be offered as low profiles versions to fit inside aircraft for rapid transportation to site, manual or hydraulic drive systems, and with weather covers if the winders are to be left in the open.

Advantages of WINDERS:
- Open or containerised reels
- All reels are supplied with forklift channels, lifting eyes and a sling if required
- Open versions can be supplied with a weather cover
- Fitted with quick hydraulic connectors
- Optional boom guide roller to assist recovery
- Safety device for shock loads during deployment
- ISO corners can be fitted for ease of transportation

Technical data
Due to the fact that these winders are so customisable, please ask your sales representative for further information, as the technical details will depend on the model required.

Standard capacity of between 200 to 300m.